Abstract-This paper proposes Web Service based network management. The Web Service based network management system is analyzed. It consists of network management layer, collaborative management implementation layer, and management function layer mainly. The complex management network tasks can be accomplished respectively by more than one Web Service distributed on Internet and the Web Services interchange information based on XML message. The SNMP/XML gateway and the translation between GDMO/ASN.1 and XML/Schema are designed and implemented to implement the integration between the legacy network management systems and the network management developed by Web Service technologies. The service management in Web Service based network management is discussed. Service composition/recomposition in Web Service based network management is analyzed based on the QoS requirements negotiation between the network management requirements and the statement of Web Service and network, OWL-S being used to described the network management requirements to discover the suitable Web Service, BPEL being used to describe the Web Service composition.
INTRODUCTION
The network management systems are developed and maintained by different operators and they are deployed in distributed location while they are supported by different development technologies. With the increasingthey are: network management layer, collaborative management implementation layer, and management function layer. In common management group, two kinds of service play import role in service management. One is the Service Management (SM) service. SM service is used to manage the Web Services in Web Service based network management. The other is Directory Facilitator (DF) service. DF service is used to register service. Both of the two kinds of services are implemented based on Web Service technologies.
Actually, there are more than one Web Service can implement the same function and their composition/recomposition can be accomplished dynamically at runtime, flexibly to meet the challenge of fault tolerance, performance, and various changing management requirements with the increasing of complexity, decentralization, and interoperation of network management. Those can be implemented conveniently combing the characteristics of Web Services such as flexibility, dynamical composition/re-composition as shown in collaborative management implementation layer in figure 1. BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) provides a means to formally specify processes and interaction protocols. OWL-S (Ontology Web Language for Services) supplies Web service providers with a core set of markup language constructs for describing the properties and capabilities of their Web services in unambiguous, computer-intepretable form. CPP/CPA (Collaboration Protocol Profile/Collaboration Protocol Agreement) will implement the agent agreement, model roles agreement in this architecture [10] .
The HTTP/POST binding SOAP and TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) being the communication protocol is common communication way for the Web Service based network management. It provides a lightweight, reusable, sharing, platform independent, extensible, and loose-coupled information exchange way.
The translation from GDMO/ASN.1 (Guidelines for Definition of Managed Objects/Abstract Syntax Notation One) to XML/Schema (eXtensible Markup Language) including the translation from ASN.1 to XML/Schema and the translation from GDMO template to XML/Schema [11] [12] , and the gateway between SNMP/MIB and XML/Schema are provided for interoperation of heterogeneous management systems and integration of existing legacy applications in network management systems [13] [14] .
III. SERVICE MANAGEMENT IN WEB SERVICE BASED NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Service Management (SM) services are Web Services in charge of managing Web Services in Web Service based network management including parsing service description and arrangement. In some degree, it accomplishes analysis of the description, the discovery functions, and integration. There can be more than one SM service in Web Service based network management, and they can coordinate. Here, single Service Management (SM) is adopted in our prototype. The Service Management (SM) has the following capabilities: 1) Parsing the service description. This is based on WSDL (Web Services Definition Language) parser. The description of the reconfigurable Web Service is parsed. The service description includes service attribute, service communication language, service director entry, service locator and service name is identified, where Service attribute is a set of properties associated with an service by inclusion in its service-directory-entry; Service communication language is a language with a precisely defined syntax semantics and pragmatics, which is the basis of communication between independently designed and developed services; Service directory entry is a composite entity containing the name, service locator, and service-attributes of an service; Service locator is a service-locator consisting of the set of transport descriptions used to communicate with an service. Service name is an opaque, non-forgeable token that uniquely identifies a service.
2) Processing a given query for services. The query condition can be composite to find suitable service exactly. The query language is OWL-S-based because of its accurate description ability which concentrates on not only syntactic information but also necessary description.
Given a query for services, the Service Manager will return a list of Web Services by interacting with Directory Facilitator (DF) service that satisfied the query. Directory Facilitator (DF) service's main capacity is registering service to make service in Web Service based network management visible to SM. Its registering function is similar with UDDI. DF pays more attention to QoS of service while UDDI focuses on the location of service based on SLA. The default discovery strategy based on the rank and the time-and money-consume will provide a Web Service matching the query.
IV. SERVICE COMPOSITION/RE-COMPOSITION IN WEB SERVICE BASED NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Composition/re-composition is not a new problem, many of them coming from earlier workflow. The new industry initiatives to address this issue such as BPEL focus on representing compositions where flow of the process and the bindings between services are known as a priori dynamically. The dynamic reconfiguration of services requires the location of services based on their capabilities and the recognition of those services that can be matched together to create a composition. A more challenging problem is to reconfigure services dynamically on demand. In particular, when a functionality that cannot be realized by the existing services is required, the existing services can be collaborated together to fulfill the request.
As one of the promising technologies that provides a means to integrate relative functional components over Internet and enable service entities to interact between each other through standard application program interface defined by WSDL, BPEL etc, Web services are getting widely used in industry and being applied in real customer environment. The outstanding advantages of Web service are related to service run-time discovery and late-binding mechanism. With the increasing application of Web services, the issues about how to select the suitable services and how to integrate them to implement a function, that is, the dynamic selection and integration mechanisms provide means to select those services that best contribute to maximize a set of optimum criteria (e.g., related to response time, cost and, in general to any QoS, Quality of Service, attribute), and, above all, to meet QoS constraints formalized in the SLA (Service Level Agreement).
The QoS-aware composite Web Services based on SLA trough functional analysis is implemented in our lab [15] [16] : first of all, by functional analysis, the mapping from the SLA parameters to business parameters will be implemented; secondly, the SLA vector space is build; then, the QoS value of Web service composition will be computed according to composite way and the corresponding vector space is build; finally, building the relationships between Web service composition and SLA parameters. Combining the SLA from the network management requirements, the composition/recomposition method based on ontology analysis for Web Service reconfiguration based on OWL-S, reconfiguration constrains based on policy describing by XML is proposed.
The process of the composition/re-composition in Web Service based network management consists of the following steps: 1) building QoS-aware composite Web Services by converting the SLA vector space to business horizontal real space; 2) converting the network management requirements to OWL-S based specification and discovering the suitable Web Services to accomplish the network management functions; 3) describing the Web Services composition/re-composition based on BPEL; 4) invoking the Web Services to accomplish the network management task.
A. Building QoS-aware Composite Web Services
The problems of building QoS-aware composite Web Services based on SLA are how to abstract from SLA vector space (abstracted by SLA parameters) to business horizontal real space, and quantify the QoS of web service composition, as shown in figure 2. We have developed a QoS-based approach to guide composition/re-composition strategies at a high level of abstraction. The QoS-based approach is based on QoS negotiation arithmetic.
The management QoS requirements and the actual QoS of each Web Service is computed and analyzed to discover the suitable Web Service/Web Service composition to accomplish specific network management.
B. Discovering the Suitable Web Services based on OWL_S
OWL ontology consists of individuals, properties, and classes.
In order to convert the network management requirements to OWL-S based specification and discover suitable Web Services, the following templates based on OWL-S are introduced.
Template one is used to discover the individuals (Web Services) to implement specific function.
Template two is used to discover the properties of the specific Web Services.
Template there is used to discover the components (sub-classes) of a specific Web Service.
Template four is used to discover the property value of the specific property.
Template five is used to insert a class (Web Service group consisting Web Services with the same function).
Template six is used to delete a class. Template seven is used to add a sub-class (Web Service) to a class.
Template eight is used to delete a sub-class (Web Service) from a class.
For example, discovering the services which have response time less then 20 can use the template one and can be described as following [17] :
<owl:Restriction> <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="&Template;#responsetime"/> <owl:hasValue> <math:lessThan>10</math:lessThan> </owl:hasValue> </owl:Restriction>
C. Describing the Web Services Ccomposition/recomposition Based on BPEL
The activities in BPEL consist of basic activities and structured activities. BPEL provides a means to formally specify the network, management process dynamically and flexibility [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The basic activities in BPEL consist of receive, reply, assign, invoke, empty, terminate, and wait mainly. The structured activities in BPEL consist of loop, choice, link, parallel, sequence, while, pick/switch, sequence, link, and flow mainly.
Here, a get version operation is described as following. Next, the corresponding BEPL specification would be given to illustrate the description of Web Service composition in network management.
Operation description Obtaining network resource version operation getABCIRPVersionABC Behavior "NMS invoking such operation to obtaining network resource version supported by EMS" Input parameters NULL Output parameters VersionNumberList --a sting returning network resource model version supported by EMSvSEVersionNumberList --the unique version information of extended network resource version by vendors supported by EMS, which based on existing version. In this case, versionNumberList lists the standard version information, based on which, vSEVersionNumberList lists the extended version information. It includes three parts: a) the standard version information, the basis of extended version information; b) the unique identifier of vendor; c) NRM version information extended by vendor.
Pre-condition NULL Post-condition If success, then result="success" Or, result="failure" Returning Result --identifying whether the operation success or not. Corresponding BPEL description is shown as following:
<process name="getVersion" targetNamespace="urn:dwl:getVersion" xmlns:tns="urn:dwl:getVersion" xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2003/03/business -process/"> <partnerLinks> <partnerLink name="caller" partnerLinkType="getVersionPLT" myRole="service"/> </partnerLinks> <variables> <variable name="output-postcondition" messageType="tns:output-postconditionType"/> </variables> <sequence name="getVersionSequence"> <receive partnerLink="caller" portType="tns:etVersionPT" operation="getVersion" createInstance="yes" name="responseReceive"/> <reply partnerLink="caller" portType="tns:getVersionPT" operation="getVersion" variable="outputpostcondition" name="getVersionReply"/> </sequence> </process> Here, the type of variable output-postcondition is named output-postconditionType consisting of two parts: the output which has the type named VersionNumberList and the Post-condition which has the enumerated type and the value may be either "success" or "failure" provided in corresponding WSDL specification.
D. Invoking the Web Services
The Web Services can be executed/invoked automatically based on BPEL engineer. The execution instruction is generally initiated by user proxy, the network management requests are simply submitted in the form of XML to the BPEL engineer through userfriendly management interface as shown in figure 1 .
In the case of adaptive systems, the change instruction determines if and when a change is necessary based on monitoring data and network management requirements.
V. CONCLUSION
With the increasing of the complexity and network size, the network management involves consideration of the interconnection and the interoperation of various the network management systems. The heterogeneity and distribution make new challenges for the interconnection and the interoperation of the existing network management systems. With the characteristics of flexibility, extensibility, dynamic composition/recomposition, applying Web Service in network management can resolve the problems resulting from the increasing of the complexity and network size.
The Web Service based network management is proposed by this paper to provide technology support and basis for the development, application, and popularization of Web Service based network management system. The Web Service based network management system is analyzed. It consists of network management layer, collaborative management implementation layer, and management function layer mainly. The complex management network tasks can be accomplished respectively by more than one Web Service distributed on Internet and the Web Services interchange information based on XML message. The SNMP/XML gateway and the translation between GDMO/ASN.1 and XML/Schema are designed and implemented to implement the integration between the legacy network management systems based on CORBA or SNMP and the network management developed by Web Service technologies. The service management in Web Service based network management is discussed. Service composition/recomposition in Web Service based network management is analyzed. The composition/re-composition starts from the QoS requirements negotiation between the network management requirements and the statement of Web Service and network. OWL-S with syntactic information and necessary semantic description with explicit meaning is used to described the network management requirements to discover the suitable Web Service, at last the Web Service composition is described by BPEL and executed automatically based on BPEL engineer. The Web Service based network management is efficiently that is based on the Web Service composition/recomposition technologies, semantic Web technology, and the relative tools combining the Web Service's characteristics of dynamic composition/re-composition at runtime.
The prototype system based on our Web Service based network management proposed in this paper has been designed and developed. The system is applied in network management simulated in the lab. The experiment result shows that the Web Service based network management is practicable.
